
#BEDIFFERENT

LIVE FREE CAMP SMART



Model T@G
Dry Weight (lbs.) 995
Tongue Weight (lbs) 90
Fender to Fender (in.) 80
Exterior Height (in.) 72
Overall Length (in.) 163
Inside Width (in.) 58
Inside Height (in.) 47
Bed Size (in.) 58x76
GAWR 2200
GVWR 2100

·Published weights do not include all 
options. Total, fully equipped, weight is 
approximately 10% more of dry weight.

·All tongue weights are indicative of 
weight without battery or full LP tank.

·Actual specs and weights are subject 
to change without notice.

·Heights and widths displayed are at 
max.

Specs

The T@G. All right, we admit it - this is not your traditional 
teardrop camper trailer – it’s better! The T@G 

has taken original teardrop design and elevated it to the next level by blending smart build 
technology with modern aesthetics and a highly functional layout to form the hottest selling 
teardrop trailer on the market today. The interior of the T@G offers a queen sized sleeping 
area, under-bed storage compartments, a convenient headboard, unique screen/shade 
system, real wood cabinetry and overhead cubbyhole structure. In addition, the T@G can 
be out� tted with a Bluetooth™ stereo with external speakers or a comprehensive 19" LED 
TV Entertainment Center. Either one of these devices can be paired with a 5000btu air 
conditioner so you can bring a couple creature comforts along for the ride. 
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Fun The de� nition of camping with a T@G can be summed up in 

just one word – fun. Set your spirit free with lite, effortless 

towing and features galore in this creative little camper. The 100% aluminum 

framed body with acrylic windows keeps the weight down, while a custom sink/

stove combo and optional 1.6 cubic ft pull out cooler/freezer give you all the tools 

necessary for a cookout wherever you � nd yourself – enjoying nature or tailgating 

before the big game.
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One touch of nature makes the whole world kin.
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

Your Local Dealer

Quality & Service
In building the T@G, our charge is to construct it with the utmost care, employing only 

the highest grade materials. From the all-aluminum framing to the beautiful and pure 

birch interiors to each individual component, we take great pride in the construction 

process and strive for perfection. We want you to enjoy your trailer in every way possible: 

functionally, practically and aesthetically.

We strictly adhere to NFPA/1192 and CSA/Z240 Certi� cation requirements and implement 

multiple quality control checkpoints during and after the construction process. When the 

trailer is completed, every component and system is re-tested to ensure that it is issue-

free and ready for you to take home!

Dealer Body
Our dealer body is the heart and soul of our organization. Each one is 

independently owned and operated—free from any corporate requirements. 

Purchasing locally has a litany of bene� ts. From the investigation/education 

process to purchasing to servicing your trailer to possibly trading it in on 

a new one, your dealer will forge a personal relationship with you that is 

both meaningful and long lasting. Other superlatives a local dealer can 

offer include proximity/ease of access, custom information on ordering and 

maintenance for the state in which you live and general tips to operate your 

T@G in the most ef� cient and effective manner.

Little Guy Worldwide
4122 Erie Avenue SW
Massillon, Ohio 44646
www.golittleguy.com

toll-free 877.545.4897 · local 330.791.7117

thank you We appreciate your interest in the T@G teardrop camper. When you purchase a teardrop, you are doing more than simply buying a 

trailer – you are buying the lifestyle. There are a few things to remember: 1) You will be very popular wherever you go 2) less is more and 3) size does matter. In parting, 

a teardrop trailer allows you to ‘live free,’ ‘camp smart’ and perhaps most importantly, ‘be different.’


